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John 1:1-14 (New Living Translation) 
In the beginning the Word already existed. The Word was with God, and the Word was God. He existed in the 
beginning with God. God created everything through him, and nothing was created except through him. The 
Word gave life to everything that was created, and his life brought light to everyone. The light shines in the 
darkness, and the darkness can never extinguish it. God sent a man, John the Baptist, to tell about the light so that 
everyone might believe because of his testimony. John himself was not the light; he was simply a witness to tell 
about the light. The one who is the true light, who gives light to everyone, was coming into the world. 
He came into the very world he created, but the world didn’t recognize him. He came to his own people, and even 
they rejected him. But to all who believed him and accepted him, he gave the right to become children of God. 
They are reborn — not with a physical birth resulting from human passion or plan, but a birth that comes from 
God. So the Word became human and made his home among us. He was full of unfailing love and faithfulness. 
And we have seen his glory, the glory of the Father’s one and only Son. 

Darkness. We live in a time when it feels to so many people like the light in our world may not be 
quite overcome, but definitely obscured, dimming. That’s why today’s reading can bring such 
comfort. Here are the beginning verses again, this time from the New Revised Standard Version: 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the 
beginning with God. All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came into 
being. What has come into being in him was life, and the life was the light of all people. The light shines in 
the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it. 

In my opinion, one of the most beautiful passages in the entire Bible. Poetic and evocative. The divine, 
eternal Jesus, through whom all things were made in the universe, described here with two metaphors: 
Word and Light. 

What does it mean to call Jesus the “Word”? Well, what is a word? A word is simply means of communicating, 
of expressing a thought. When we speak, when we write, we are attempting to get our meaning across. 

Calling Jesus the “Word” means that Jesus was God’s way of expressing to us, communicating to us God’s 
meaning, God’s self. Jesus is the very nature of God, made concrete and understandable in his humanity. 
And the Word became flesh and lived among us. 

And then: Light. That which illuminates the world around us, that makes it possible for us to see clearly, and 
that shows us the path before us. 

Word and Light. Understanding and illumination. I don’t know about you, but I sure think our world needs 
more of that right now. Would you agree? 



John the Baptist, who we hear about in our scripture today, he was one of the few people who already knew 
what was about to happen with Jesus’ arrival. His mother, Elizabeth, was the cousin of Mary, Jesus’ mother. 
For several years already, John had been calling the people of Israel to acknowledge their sins, to ask 
forgiveness, and to change their behavior. He was called John “the Baptist,” because he urged people to be 
submerged in water as a symbol of their being reborn in God’s love. 

When a group of Temple priests from Jerusalem and their assistants came to grill John about what he was 
doing, what he had to say about himself, he answered with these words: “I am a voice shouting in the 
wilderness, ‘Clear the way for the Lord’s coming!’” 

Now, John was literally just that: a man in the wilderness, lifting his voice, shouting about the Jesus’ coming. 
And the passage he chose to explain this to the priests is amazing. It’s from Isaiah, chapter 40, verse 3: “I am a 
voice shouting in the wilderness, ‘Clear the way for the Lord’s coming!’” As part of their training, priests would 
have memorized books like Isaiah, so when John quoted this one verse to them, they would have heard in 
their minds the words that surrounded it: 

From Isaiah 40, verses 1-5: 
“Comfort, comfort my people,” says your God. “Speak tenderly to Jerusalem. Tell her that her sad days are gone 
and her sins are pardoned. Yes, the Lord has punished her twice over for all her sins.” Listen! It’s the voice of 
someone shouting, “Clear the way through the wilderness for the Lord! Make a straight highway through the 
wasteland for our God! Fill in the valleys, and level the mountains and hills. Straighten the curves, and smooth out 
the rough places. Then the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together. The Lord has 
spoken!” 

That is such a powerful metaphor. Imagine for a moment a large distance between where we are, and, far off 
in the distance, God. And in between us, in front of us, separating us from God: a wasteland, no vegetation 
or shade; deep cavernous valleys with steep, unscalable walls; craggy, tall mountains, reaching up to the sky, 
obscuring our sightline; and, the path through it all, not a straight, clear road, but a meandering, twisty, rock-
strewn path. All between us and God. 

“Listen!” John says, echoing those words of the Prophet Isaiah, “It’s the voice of someone shouting, “Clear the 
way through the wilderness for the Lord! Make a straight highway through the wasteland for our God! Fill in the 
valleys, and level the mountains and hills. Straighten the curves, and smooth out the rough places. Then the glory 
of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together.” 

Then the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together. See it together: the Word made 
flesh that lived among us. The Light that shines in the darkness. 

But here’s the thing. The Word, the Light, they’re known in our world. There are incredibly few people in our 
country who haven’t at least heard of Jesus, and what Christians believe about him. Jesus is not a secret. The 
news is out, the offer has been made. And people are not interested. The Christian churches are yelling out 
the news of Jesus, but the world has already made its decision, and their ears and hearts are closed. 

So what do we do with a declaration like this, from verse 5 of our reading today: The light shines in the 
darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it. 

That word translated as “overcome” is katalambanó. It’s from two words: kata, meaning “down,” and lambánō, 
which means to “aggressively take.” Katalambanó means, literally, to forcefully grab ahold of something. 



The Light has come into the world, but the world isn’t illuminated. The darkness is still very much a fact, and 
we’re not reaching out to forcefully grab ahold of the Light with everything in us. 

No, Jesus is not a secret. The news is out, the offer has been made. But people are not interested. The world 
has already made its decision. 

And I don’t blame them. Not one bit. 

As the Senior Pastor here, I have a lot of items on my to-do list. But when you come right down to it, my job 
here is pretty clear. As a matter of fact, it’s something I say over and over to myself, as a reminder of why I do 
what I do. It’s this: I’m called to help people take the next step toward God. 

To help people take the next step toward God. Wherever the person is — wherever you are — on the 
journey, to take whatever the next step would be. Having the opportunity to do that is why I get up in the 
morning! 

But it’s also why I can get so upset and frustrated at our world. Because instead of a clear, obvious, smooth 
first step for people toward God’s love, our world has thrown up mountains, deep-yawning chasms, 
dangerous, twisted roads between people and the God who loves them. 

On Thursday afternoon, I was invited to a home in Parkland to meet with a group of students and parents 
from Stoneman Douglas. I was going there to help the kids process what had happened, and to help them 
begin to talk about their experience. It was the first time they had been gathered together since the 
shooting, the first time they had seen each other face-to-face. 

I never even got to speak with the group of kids. And I have never felt more blessed to be so awkwardly 
irrelevant.  

Because as soon as they started walking through the doors, those amazing kids reached out to each other, 
hugging and crying and talking and supporting each other. They didn’t need a pastor to facilitate it. They 
just did it naturally. 

I talked with several of the parents, but, mostly, all the adults just listened to the children talk about what 
they had experienced just 24 hours earlier. And what they described — no one, no adult, and certainly no 
child should ever have etched in their memory. 

How will they ever feel safe again?  
How will anyone? 

In his 1943 paper “A Theory of Human Motivation,” American psychologist Abraham Maslow introduced the 
concept of a hierarchy of human needs. This hierarchy is usually portrayed as a triangle, with the largest 
section at the bottom.  

Maslow posited that the most basic, fundamental needs must be fulfilled before the person could even 
consider the other needs. 



There were five levels in the pyramid, with the top three being: (1) self-actualization, (2) esteem, and (3) love 
& belonging. Those top three are things that the church specializes in: (3) loving and welcoming people, (2) 
teaching them that they are beloved children of God, and (1) helping people to find meaning for their lives. 

At the very bottom, at the base of the triangle, the most fundamental of our needs are our physiological 
needs: air, water, food, sleep. These are also things that the church has historically done well, through 
missions to people in need, through the building of hospitals and medical centers around the world, 
through food pantries and emergency shelters and outreach. 

In both those areas — the top and the very bottom — there is still more work to be done, no doubt about it, 
and we will continue to do what we are called to do. 

But right now, it is that second bottom tier that presents the most immediate need. Maslow called that level 
“safety.” Right above our human need for air, water, food, sleep, is our need to feel safe, to feel secure and 
protected.  

What Maslow made clear in this is pretty simple: human beings are largely incapable of considering the 
higher-level needs until the lower-level needs are met. Until issues of safety are addressed, those higher-
level issues of love and belonging and purpose are hidden behind terrifyingly huge mountains and gaping 
fissures, and winding, uncertain paths. 

“Clear the way through the wilderness for the Lord! Make a straight highway through the wasteland for our God! 
Fill in the valleys, and level the mountains and hills. Straighten the curves, and smooth out the rough places. Then 
[then] the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together.” 

For a month now, we’ve been talking about fighting hate and living love. Friends, it is not just a nice tagline. It 
is crucial. It’s never been more important to fight hate and to live love. We’ve seen that this week.  

So many people are calling out for change. We are calling out for change. 

It is a complex issue. It’s not just about guns. Not just about mental illness. Not just about school security. 
Not just about children and adults feeling alienated and alone. Not just about a culture that glamorizes 
violence. It’s about all of that and so much more.  

But right now, much of the heated discussion is centered around guns. 

Now, before those of you who are staunchly for private gun ownership get up and walk out, please hear that 
I am not anti-gun. 

I don’t have children of my own. Wasn’t able to have kids. You all are my children. In 2015, after 9 people 
were killed in a South Carolina church — including my seminary classmate Clem Pinckney — and again in 
November of last year when 27 people were killed in Texas during a church service, I wondered how I could 
protect my children.  

When children in schools are being gunned down, with a weapon that fires so rapidly that one lone, slight-
framed boy could destroy so many lives in so short a time — how could I possibly protect those whom I love 
and who are under my care? 



It’s one of those things I mentioned in last week’s sermon that wakes me up in the middle of the night. 

I have clergy colleagues who are licensed to carry a firearm because of their previous training as military or 
as law enforcement. I don’t know if they carry during worship. I’ve never asked. But I would understand if 
they did. And the thought has gone through my mind: maybe I should get licensed to carry. I’ve thought it 
more than once. Because how can I protect you? How can I keep you safe? 

… Let me pause here for a moment. [Addressing camera] Bishop Carter, if you are watching this video later 
online, I would just like you to know that I am not packing a pistol this morning here in the Sanctuary… 

I know that it can feel entirely overwhelming. What in the world can we possibly do to make a difference? 
When the distance between our world and the knowledge of God’s grace and love is so wide and dark and 
high and deep and strewn with dangers? How can we possibly fill in the valleys? How can we level the 
mountains? How can we straighten the road to God’s love? 

Answer: on our own? We can’t. Not a chance. 

On Thursday morning, I awoke with a feeling of such sadness, and anger, and powerlessness. I needed to do 
something. So I wrote a letter. 

____________ 

Dated February 15, 2018 

President Trump: 

The church where I serve as Senior Pastor is just a few miles south of Stoneman Douglas High School, where 
yesterday seventeen youth and adults were murdered, many others injured, and countless more deeply 
traumatized. 

I am heartbroken. Again. And I’m so tired of being heartbroken.  

Mr. President, if you value the lives of our nation’s children, if you value the lives of our nation’s people, then I 
urge you — beg you, implore you — to use the influence you have been given to stop this epidemic of 
violence in our country! 

I fully realize that it is a complex problem, and that you have many powerful factions vying for your support.  
But this cannot be allowed to continue. It is shameful. 

I also realize that I am not telling you anything you haven’t heard before. Many times. You already know 
some of the suggestions that have been raised: 
• Ban on private ownership of military-style assault weapons 
• Ban on armor-piercing bullets 
• Limit on purchasing magazine clips and cartridges 
• Universal background checks on all gun purchases 
• Funding for schools to develop effective emergency response plans 
• Expanded funding for mental health programs 
• Establishing a minimum age of 21 years for gun purchase or possession 



• Promoting new technologies to aid law-enforcement agencies to trace guns used in crimes 

I know you know all this. But please let me say it again: this epidemic of violence and tragedy cannot be 
allowed to continue. It is deeply shameful, and it is time for it to stop. It is past time to do something about it. 

As the President of the United States of America, you are in a unique position to make a real, lasting, world-
transforming difference. To paraphrase the Book of Esther, 4:14: Who knows, but perhaps you have come to 
your position of power for such a time as this? 

As President Eisenhower stated: “The President — whoever he is — has to decide. He can’t pass the buck to 
anybody. No one else can do the deciding for him. That’s his job.” 

The people of this country are counting on you. Do not let us down. We are praying for you as you lead. 

Sincerely, 

Hedy Collver 

____________ 

What in the world can we possibly do to make a difference? When the distance between our world and the 
knowledge of God’s grace and love is so wide and dark and high and deep and strewn with dangers? How 
can we possibly fill in the valleys? How can we level the mountains? How can we straighten the road to God’s 
love? 

Answer: on our own? We can’t. Not a chance. 

But together… we can. 

“Clear the way through the wilderness for the Lord! Make a straight highway through the wasteland for our God! 
Fill in the valleys, and level the mountains and hills. Straighten the curves, and smooth out the rough places. Then 
the glory of the Lord will be revealed, and all people will see it together.” 

May it be so. I offer this to you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.


